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As Trump Begins His 2nd Year, D.C. Law
Professor Grades Trump's 1st Year an A+
in Four Categories including Trump's
Recent Fight Against the Schumer
Shutdown

WASHINGTON, D.C. , USA, January 21,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- “Trump
earned an ‘A+’ grade for his first year in
the White House,” states Law Professor
Victor Williams.  

Donald Trump is the most disruptive,
successful Chief Executive in generations,” argues Williams as Trump enters the second year of his
presidency.  

As Trump enters the second
year of his presidency, the
average American is far better
off than a year ago. President
Trump earns an A+ for his
first year.”
Prof. Victor Williams, Chair of

America First Lawyers
Association

“Across a range of four domestic and foreign policy
categories,  President Trump has earned the highest possible
marks” according to University of Maryland Law Professor
Victor Williams. 

"As Trump enters the second year of his presidency, the
average American is far better off than a year ago."    

A Washington, D.C. attorney who has taught law for over
twenty years, Victor Williams has prior academic affiliations
with Catholic University ‘s Columbus School of Law, American
University’s Washington College of the Law, and the City
University of New York’s John Jay College of Criminal Justice.

On the anniversary of Trump’s first year in office, Professor Williams states that Trump has earned
stellar marks:

“Any objective analysis of Trump’s stellar domestic economic successes and foreign policy
accomplishments would yield top marks for the 45th President.  Sadly, most academics and media
officials still suffer from Trump Derangement Syndrome.  But the average American knows that Trump
is an A+ promise keeper.”  

Professor Williams lists four categories of the Republic’s 45th President’s stellar accomplishments: 

1.	Promoting Historic Economic Growth by tax cuts, business tax reforms, unnecessary regulation
slashing, and a positive, pro-business bully pulpit;
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2.	Initiating Transformative Foreign Policy
and National Security Reforms including
defeating ISIS on critical fronts,
instituting travel freezes (bans) from
terrorist nations, withdrawing from the
Paris climate ruse, and reaffirming
America’s strong bonds with Israel
including the embassy move to
Jerusalem,; 

3.	Mandating Law & Order as a Civil Right
with common-sense judicial
appointments, deporting violent criminal
illegals (they are all criminals), and
marshalling resources against MS13 and
other vicious gangs; 

4.	Putting America First in Immigration
and Trade Matters by fighting both leftist Democrats and elitist Republicans for a merits-based
immigration policy, ending chain migration, ending visa overstays/lotteries, building a southern border
Wall, and demanding fair trade policies. 

Most recently, Williams argues that President Trump showed tremendous resolve and dedication in
fighting against the Schumer Shutdown of the federal government. 

Amazingly, Democrats again put the interests of illegal aliens over the interests of the military and
other hard-working Americans.  Democrats continue a far-left shift with no concern about the safety or
welfare of American citizens.

In comparison with the past four presidencies, Trump must be granted the highest marks. 

Professor Williams states that in comparison with Barack Obama, Trump’s “A+” grade is perhaps not
high enough.  Trump’s stellar accomplishments serve to frame what a failure the Obama eight years
were for average, working Americans and for American national security.

Professor Williams was an early primary and then a strong general election supporter of candidate
Donald Trump. He founded and now leads America First Lawyers Association to support the Trump
Administration. The academic is often referenced as Prof. Victor “4Trump” Williams.
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